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Pop to Jones
Bootmaker in
Canada Place and
get up to 50% off
on selected lines
while stocks last

PARTY | Vegas Show
Boisdale Of Canary Wharf, Cabot Square
Join Frank and Dean (or men
pretending to be them) for this
festive show throughout the month.
Until Dec 29, various times, from £15

DEALS

doing their own

PLAY | Minigolf
Montgomery Square, Canary Wharf
Although the weather outside is
nippy, there’s still time to grab a free
game before the course closes.
Until Dec 23, noon-6pm, free
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28

Orchard Wharf
launches a
second phase

How Hester
Chillingworth
created pantos

Taste wine with Oz
Clarke at Waitrose
on Dec 14, noon-3pm
and get books signed
by the wine expert
and bon vivant

DO | Freezing Frost Fairs
Museum Of London Docklands, WIQ
Families with children (age five and
up) can create Frost Fair scenes to
recapture that Thames magic.
Dec 15-16, noon and 2.30pm, free

26
Contact us
Editorial 020 7510 6306
wharf@reachplc.com

DO | Handmade Holidays
Museum Of London Docklands, WIQ
Create festive decorations
inspired by the wartime spirit
of make do and mend.
Until Dec 23, various times, from £10

Ads 020 7845 0141
wharfads@reachplc.com

The top acts to
look out for at
The O2 in 2019

Go to Karen Millen
in Jubilee Place and
get up to 50% off
on selected lines
in store while
stocks last

Corrections & Clarifications
If we have published anything that is factually
inaccurate, please contact associate editor Jon
Massey on 020 7510 6306, via email at
jon.massey@reachplc.com or at The Wharf,
Trinity Mirror, 22 Floor, One Canada Square,
Canary Wharf E14 5AP and, once verified, we will
correct it as soon as possible.
The Wharf is published by Reach Southern,
a subsidiary company of Reach PLC, which

is a member of IPSO, the Independent Press
Standards Organisation.
We adhere to the Editors’ Code Of Practice as
enforced by IPSO who are contactable for advice
at IPSO Gate House, 1 Farringdon Street, London,
EC4M 7LG. Website, ipso.co.uk. Telephone, 0300
123 2220. email advice@ipso.co.uk.
If you have a complaint concerning a
potential breach of the Code of Practice, we will

deal with your complaint directly or IPSO can
refer your complaint to us.
Please go to reachplc.com/how-to-complain
where you can view our Complaints Policy And
Procedure.
A How To Complain pack is also available
by writing to the Legal And Compliance
Department, Reach PLC, One Canada Square,
Canary Wharf, London E14 5AP.
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Matt Grayson

East London Science School
principal David Perks outside
The Lower School, based in the
Clock Mill at Bromley-By-Bow’s
Three Mills Island

Opportunities abound at
one east London school
where hard work and
determination are rewarded
with a first class education

ELSS Sixth Form

Open Evening: Thursday 31st January 5-8pm

Creating the next generation of computer scientists, physicists and engineers.
All students study A-level Mathematics and one science subject.
ELSS Sixth Form, Exning Road, London E16 4NQ Tel: 020 8981 2680 www.eastlondonscienceschool.co.uk email: sixthform@eastlondonscienceschool.co.uk
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mission
a

Jon Massey

D

avid Perks is a maverick.
The principal of the East
London Science School
founded it to deliver a
rigorous education to its
students whatever their background
or ability, designed to equip them
for life at the top echelons of society,
be that in the towers of Canary
Wharf, treating patients on the
operating table or collecting
Nobel Prizes.
An Oxford graduate with a 25-year
career teaching physics, he’s not
short on ambition for the children
entrusted to him or on passion for
a curriculum with a clear focus on
maths and the three sciences.
We meet at the Lower School,
currently based in The Clock Mill
at Bromley-By-Bow’s Three Mills
Island, but before the interview
begins head girl Beatrice Banyte and
head prefect Nicole Zieleniecka,
both 14, are asked to have a chat
with me.
Both are articulate and acquit
themselves admirably. Following
our conversation, David returns.
“The reason I asked Beatrice and
Nicole to talk with you was that I
trust you can find what we’re trying
to do here from the kids as well as
from me,” he said.
“They’re both in set two.
“The way we operate is that when
kids come to us in Year Seven, we’re
very quick to get the ability range in
English and maths and their reading
age. Then we try and set them by
ability by form group – we call it
banding.
“They then follow their lessons in
that group for the first two years.
“The point is we test them a lot
and, if they improve, we move their
teaching group every half term.
“We write our own tests – they
have about 12 subjects and they will
do 12 tests every half term.
“We test from six weeks in at
Year Seven level and the reason is
we want to know how well they’re
doing, regularly and quickly, so if
there is a problem we can pick it up.
“There’s no hiding. Every lesson
counts. If you don’t do that lesson,
you know it’s going to be tested
so you’re going to have to do
something about it.
“That works from both the child’s
and the teacher’s point of view.”
Students are ranked publicly

in their year for each subject and
results are sent to parents every
half term.
David said it was an approach
designed to counter the “wasted
years” of Key Stage Three where,
in his view, limited progress was
achieved between Years Seven
and Nine.
“We’re asking our pupils to do a
lot – it’s a very academic curriculum
for every child, not just for the top,
because we believe even if a child
has not succeeded in primary school
we’ve got enough time to change
that around,” he said.
“They just have to know that if you
work hard you get it.
“They know where they are in
comparison to other students.
“In truth, it’s something they’re
not really aware of, but when
doing an examination they’re in
competition with their peer group.
“If they’re competing with each
other and they know they are, then
the whole thing works.
“People ask: ‘Don’t they get upset
if they’re at the bottom?’
“Well, not if they can go forward.
It’s constant progression from
October in Year Seven. There’s no
mistake about it. You can’t pretend.
We are brutally honest.
“As a result, if they are facing a
problem, we know. The parents
know, the kid knows.”
The prospect of improvement is
what drives David and his staff.
He’s adamant the East London
Science School will not give up on
its charges and that it’s relentless in
its positivity.
“Our teachers are trained to take
every child with them,” said David.
“Educationally that means a
particular thing.
“A lot of what happens in
education is we make assumptions

‘‘

We never say: ‘You can’t’,
we always say: ‘You can’.
They ask: ‘What do I do?’
Work harder. It sounds like
an onerous thing to have
to deal with but actually
that’s life
David Perks,
East London Science School

that some children can’t do things.
This is what’s really different about
us.
“We take every child and say: ‘It
doesn’t matter what your ability
or background is when you enter,
you’re still doing it’.
“The professionalism of our staff
is based on the fact they look at the
child in front of them and try and
unblock whatever is stopping them
going forward.
“Even if they’re in the bottom set.
“I could take you to our bottom
set in Year Seven. They’ve only been

nobel

here a couple of months and we
know them back to front because
of what we do. That’s not because
they’re badly behaved, it’s because
we’re pushing them and finding
out what’s not working in lots of
different ways, but never saying no.
“We never say: ‘You can’t’, we
always say: ‘You can’. “They ask:
‘What do I do?’ Work harder. It
sounds like an onerous thing to have
to deal with but actually that’s life.
“If you don’t face it, sooner or later
it’s going to turn round and get you.
That’s what’s waiting for them.”

It’s tough talking and a tough
approach, but that’s intentional.
However, there are more dimensions to the school than the purity
of academic achievement in maths,
chemistry, biology and physics.
Unusually for a state school it
teaches classics (including Latin)
and philosophy alongside the more
technical subjects of computer
science and electronics.
And beyond the slew of subjects
available, there’s its enrichment
programme.
Continued on page 6

Sound Insulation Scheme
The airport offers eligible properties located within in its noise contours the
opportunity to have works undertaken as part of its Sound Insulation Scheme
These noise contours are re-assessed annually. If your property is eligible for
either the First, Second or Intermediate Tier schemes you will receive a letter
detailing your potential eligibility and what works are available to you.

Second Tier Scheme
Boundary

Not To Scale

London City Airport

First Tier
Scheme Boundary

For those already treated under the Sound Insulation Scheme the airport provides
a 10 year check-up, for further information please visit
www.londoncityairport.com/environment
If you require any further information about the Sound Insulation Scheme or
would like to check eligibility please contact the administrator on 020 7646 0397
or alternatively email us at sound.insulation@londoncityairport.com

To find out more about the Sound Insulation Scheme and what is included
within the Schemes please visit www.londoncityairport.com/environment
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Continued from Page 5
“Our aspirations for what we’re
doing with the kids are absolutely
clear,” said David, 56.
“We’re trying to create engineers,
scientists and medics of the future.
“That’s our goal. When we’ve done
that we can say we’ve achieved it.
“Because we set out from day one
to do that, we take all the barriers
out of the way and drive at it.
“If you give us your child we’ll find
out if we can do that with them.
“And they will get a brilliant
experience from us because of all
the other stuff we do.
“We’re not just about the
academic although that is absolutely
core and we will not water it down.
“We’re keen to give them the
broadest possible set of experiences
to go along with it.
“We know a lot of people who
live locally won’t have the cultural
capital you would have if you went
to an independent school and
paid for it. So we give it to them for
nothing, mostly. We take them on as
many trips as we can to open their
The East London Science School
opened in 2013 and will move to
a purpose-built facility in
Stephenson Street near
West Ham, hopefully in 2021
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eyes. In Years Seven and Eight they
get at least 30 a year.
“There is nowhere else that does it
and that’s the standard bit. The bits
we do on top of that include entering
all of Year Nine for the Duke Of
Edinburgh Bronze Award.
“Then we look at taking them out
of London.
“In May we shut the curriculum
down for two weeks for enrichment
fortnight.
“We take them to Oxford,
Cambridge – they all go whatever set
they’re in because you don’t know
who’s going to switch on. We’re
always saying look up, look at what
you could do.
“As a physicist I’m obsessed with
physics and flight so they go to the
Imperial War Museum at Duxford,
wherever we can reach.
“That allows you, as a teacher, to
tell a story constantly.
“When it’s the normal enrichment
thing, we do a series of art trips to all
the great galleries in London.
“One of my favourites from the
first year was taking the bottom
set in Year Seven to the Wallace

‘‘

I’m happy with where we
are now but I think there’s
a lot further we can go.
The end of the journey
looks like a Nobel prizewinner coming back to me
and saying ‘thank you’
David Perks,
East London Science School
Collection and having one of the
curators explain it to them sat round
it. That’s how you do art. We’re
bringing it to life by making them
see it and how it works.
“Then we’re at New Scientist
Live at Excel – it’s giving them
opportunities constantly.
It’s really two things – a core of
rigorous academic education aimed
at getting them to a top university
from day one, and the broadest
possible cultural experience that
allows them to grow as individuals

and to do things they didn’t even
know you can do.
“It’s the education I wish I’d had.”
Having opened the school in
2013 and with its first GCSE results
published in 2018, David is proud of
its achievements. And with transfer
to a purpose-built facility expected
in 2021 at Stephenson Street near
West Ham, the future for the school
looks bright.
“I think I’m proud of the fact
there’s not a child in this school we
haven’t educated and put a lot of
knowledge in,” he said.
“We really have pushed them and
have given them that. When they
work it out in later life they might
come and thank us for it.
“I definitely see myself as an
educational maverick.
“I’m not taking the easy route. I
don’t want to, or see the point.
“I’m not doing it as just a job. I’m
trying to find out what we can do
and how far we can get.
“I’m happy with where we are now
but I think there’s a lot further we
can go.
“The end of that journey looks like

a Nobel prize-winner coming back
to see me and saying: ‘Thank you’.
“That’s no joke, when I set up the
school the one I looked at as an
idea was The Science School in the
Bronx, and it has more Nobel prizes
than any other.
“It can be done.
“I’m also proud of the fact we
create teachers, really good ones.
“If a teacher comes here and
works with us for two years they’re a
completely different person
afterwards and they can go
anywhere and teach. We impart the
expectation thing and say: ‘Look at
the kid in front of you’.
“The moment of teaching is very
short – it’s when you look them in
the eyes and they get it and you
know you’ve moved them.
“When you learn how to do that,
that’s the craft of teaching. It makes
it massively worthwhile.
“When you can do that, you’re
addicted and you can’t stop.
Optimism, that’s the thing.”
For more information go to eastlondonscienceschool.co.uk for more
information
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Head prefect
Nicole
Zieleniecka

What did East London Science School’s head girl and
head prefect have to say about their experiences?
BEATRICE BANYTE
Head girl, age 14
Would like to be? A pilot
“There’s a lot of things you have to
do as head girl – a lot of responsibilities,” said Beatrice.
“You have to maintain the
students, make sure people are
listening. It’s like being a spy for
the teachers.
“If there’s something of concern
they’ll do something about it.
“The school is really good at
teaching – we do triple science and
computer science.
“We start our GCSEs in Year Nine
so we have an extra year for revision.
“Because we do exams every half
term, that helps with stress because
you’re so used to it.
“My favourite subject, if I had to
choose, would be maths.
“It’s really interesting – there
are lots of different things you can
do within it and it leads to lots of
different career opportunities.
“I would like to be a pilot so
it’s an essential thing you have to
learn. I already do air cadets so that
motivated me to become something
like that.
“The teachers are really good here,
they’re able to teach a lot.

“You can also do revision sessions
here at lunchtime, at break time or
after school.
“I’m able to come here and revise
rather than going home and having
my sister shout at me all the time.
She’s younger so a little annoying
sometimes.
“Enrichment is also an interesting
thing. You get to go to museums
or other educational trips. For
example, we’ve been to Oxford and
Cambridge universities.”
NICOLE ZIELENIECKA
Head prefect, age 14
Would like to be? A brain surgeon
or a forensic scientist
“Alongside working with the head
girl, the prefects help the school
academically,” said Nicole.
“Overall the school is great in
terms of how it’s doing right now.
“I like the teaching because I have
lots of plans. My main plan is to
work in medicine as a brain surgeon
or a plastic surgeon.
“If that didn’t work out I’d like to
work in criminal or forensic science.
“I like the sciences.
“I would like there to be more
rooms in the school. It looks good
right now but I want to move to the

new school building where there will
be better, bigger places.
“I like the opportunities they give
to us. Not only do we go on trips
once a week but we go to countries
such as the USA.
“I went to New York in Year Seven.
“We went to Belgium and France
in Year Eight and then next year
we’re going to China. We’re going to
be going to a school there to learn
what it’s like to be a Chinese student.
“They value their education a lot.
“We’re going to be visiting places
like the Great Wall Of China and
we’re going to be staying with a
family so we’ll be going to their
homes, eating their food and finding
out what it’s like to live there for
eight days.
“This is an amazing school –
it’s so different to any other. It
believes in its students no matter
where they come from or what their
background is.
“The teachers believe you
can learn. If you want to have a
career then you need a very good
education and here they provide us
with that.”

Head girl
Beatrice Banyte

New Year’s Eve 2018

An invitation to…
A Celebration Dinner and Fireworks Cruise
Take a front row seat for London’s New Year’s Eve Celebrations.
Dine at a choice of restaurants, before a moonlit cruise
on the River Thames. Enjoy good food, music, great views of the
fireworks and plenty of bubbles!
Other events are also available,
including dining on-board stylish vessels with live entertainment,
as well as The View from The Shard’s famous NYE party.

for more information, simply visit
www.hospitalitylinechristmas.co.uk
020 8295 8388
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Why a trip to Montpellier’s Domaine De Verchant delivers a soothing antidote to City stress
Jon Massey

T

here’s a whiff of Patrick
Bateman about my junior
suite at Domaine De
Verchant. The black, white,
grey scheme is minimal,
modernist and more in tune with
the New York lair of American
Psycho’s protagonist than its actual
location.
Beyond the impossible white of
my room lies a converted chateau
and wine estate with parts dating
back to the 16th century. Its walls
are the colour of set honey. Its roofs
are tiled in warm terracotta.
Within its gates, everything is
manicured from the plunging
decadence of its robot lawn mowertended gardens to the neat rows of
its vines, which surround the main
building and its extensive warren of
blocks and chalets.
These mostly house rooms and
suites, or are available to let as
standalone properties – an ideal
clutch to service the hotel’s restaurants, spa and vast conference
facilities.
Touring the latter, it’s easy to see
the attraction for businesses. The
semi-walled estate is 10 minutes
from the centre of Montpellier but
is completely self-contained. It’s
ideal for firms concerned about
prying eyes when doing deals or at
their revels.
It even has a generous supply of
its own, silken wines produced in
just the right quantity to fuel guests
and clients. Consequently none
makes it across the channel to the
UK.
As I’m not in the habit of hosting
large conferences for my deserving
employees, I concentrate on the
guest experience.
Rated five-star and bound by
the Relais And Chateaux group’s
manifesto on the art of living and
hospitality, it’s little surprise the
facilities deliver little in the way of
disappointment.
My room, while brutal in its
minimalism has a vast, comfortable
bed and slick wet room facilities.
After a dip, it’s back inside to
But it’s in the spa where the
discover the spa proper. Facilities
hotel really sets out its stall. Having
include the usual with warm indoor
dumped my paraphernalia in the
pool and jacuzzi plus treatment
luxuriously appointed changing
rooms. My massage is the standard
room, I’m straight outside to a
mixture of assured technique
sun-drenched poolside area.
on her part and fighting
Slipping into the
to suppress bursts of
aquamarine water
ticklishness on mine.
delivers delightful
The food’s good
respite from the rays
too. I dine lightly by
but it’s the scent of
the pool at La Plage
freshly cut grass
where soups and
that does it for me.
smaller dishes seem
As I laze about
the order of the day.
floating in bliss, the
Light cocktails for
tractors are out in
the lunchtime crowd
the vineyard, metres
are also much in
from where water slips
evidence.
‘Like A
over the infinity lip of the
In contrast the cuisine
TV Dinner’ of Damien Cousseau in the
pool’s edge.
Above, smartly dressed types in
restaurant proper is more sophistiRay-Bans mill about at the venue’s
cated and clearly pitched at those
La Plage Dans Les Vignes bar and
who like to tot up Michelin stars.
restaurant, dancing unconsciously
The tasting menu I’m fed
to the faint background of tastefully
includes Mediterranean squid with
selected beats.
slowly cooked black garlic, lemon,

pool
playing

Verchant’s outdoor pool
offers views over the
vines and lies below its
more informal restaurant

Black, white and grey, Jon’s deluxe room was minimal and unrepentant
in its dedication to a relatively severe aesthetic

mussels and green asparagus, roast
beef with spring vegetables and
“The Strawberry” a creamy crunchy
melange based on the titular fruit.
All are presented accurately and
simply with the emphasis on bright
colours. They taste as good as they
look, especially washed down
with the produce of Verchant’s 17
hectares of vines after a day spent
splashing about beside them.
All this luxury isn’t to say there
aren’t a few duff things during my
stay. One morning a breakfast order
fails to arrive twice thanks to the
confusion in the mind of a new
member of staff.
Having arrived late on the first
evening, I’m light-headed enough
to request “Like A TV Dinner” from
the room service menu.
What turns up is a bizarre
collection of foods including chips,
black olive tapenade, guacamole
and some sort of wrap. It’s far from
pleasant and a jarring presence
with so much sophistication about.
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The spa’s
facilities
include a warm
indoor pool
for splashing
about in after
massages and
the like

‘‘

There’s really little need
to leave, the whole
experience seems pitched
at tired city folk

Jon Massey, The Wharf

Overall though the hotel is a
charming, well-heeled base in this
part of France. Its posher suites have
attracted the likes of Bruce Springsteen who stayed when playing what
is now the Sud De France Arena with
each interior a standalone work on
its own.
Although I only have time for a
brief walk around Montpellier itself,
it appears to be a jolly little place,

all eccentric architecture (notably
an imitation Roman aqueduct) and
streets that seem to tumble into one
another.
Further afield there appears to be
a sizeable amount of development
with modern buildings springing up
all over.
In fact when I borrow an electric
bike from the hotel and head out I
find a network of streets laid out on a

plot adjacent
complete with
pavements and
curbstones but,
Roast beef
as yet, no neighat Verchant
bourhood.
Much more pleasant is a ride
up into the vineyard itself to a
small copse that conceals a set of
beehives.
While the estates’ boundaries

Get your

gift list
together
Shopping . Leisure . SE16

surreyquays.co.uk

are quickly exhausted, that’s not
necessarily a problem – it’s the kind
of resort designed more for keeping
its guests in than pushing them out
to endless activities.
Flights from Gatwick take about
two hours to Montpellier,
meaning Londoners with the
requisite readies can take a
train south, board a jet and
be slipping into the pool in
around four hours.
There’s really little need
to leave and the whole
experience seems pitched at
tired city folk looking to work
off the stress with an extensive
session in the spa before decamping
to one of the restaurants for suitable
refreshment.
And that’s before you’ve even
embarked on the decision making
process involved in whether you’re
going to use the bath or shower

The details
● Jon was a guest of
Domaine De Verchant
(domainedeverchant.com) in
Montpellier, France. Prices
for a deluxe room start at
220 euros per night. Jon
stayed in a Junior Suite,
which cost from 440 euros.
Prices for apartment hire
start at 299 euros.
● Jon flew with Easyjet
(easyjet.com) from Gatwick
to Montpellier. Flight time
is around one hour and 50
minutes. Other carriers are
available.

when your get back to your room.
With so much to occupy and (nice
touch) iMacs supplied for those who
just can’t put down their email, the
outside world might as well be as
real as the imaginary buildings on
the half-finished estate next door.
A land completely without consequence for the next 48 hours or so,
which will all be spent reclining in
luxury.
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stepping
out of the

shadows

Cyber security firm faces challenge in finding talent to join its workforce
Jon Massey

L

ooking for a career change?
Cyber security is a sector
booming with opportunities.
So said Digital Shadows
co-founder James Chappell
when I caught up with the company
at its Canary Wharf base recently.
“Our biggest challenge will always
be finding skilled talent,” said the
entrepreneur.
“Doing that in cyber security,
where there are expected to be
something like 100,000 positions
unfilled in the UK by 2022, is a really
big problem.
“We’re looking for someone who
has a fluency in understanding how
things like the internet work, how
computers become vulnerable or
exposed online, the techniques
hackers use and is able to look
for common mistakes businesses
make when configuring their cyber
security.
“What we’re finding is we’re in
a good position to train people up
from other industries – to get them
experience.
“We have a lot of staff with deep,
long-term expertise and we find by
using them as trainers for people
who are new to the industry, we can
create careers for people that didn’t
exist previously.”
His company’s story attests to that
level of growth and opportunity.
In seven years it has grown from
a two-man startup to a global
business employing around 170
staff with offices in Germany,
Dallas, San Francisco and
Singapore, in addition to its London
HQ.
Under the auspices of Canary
Wharf’s Level39 tech accelerator, it
found its feet serving top financial
firms, eventually swelling to a team
of more than 70 on the 42nd floor of
One Canada Square.
“When we first came to Canary
Wharf we were part of the Fintech
Innovation Lab at Level39 and we
were very fortunate to have got
on that programme and landed
our first tier one financial services
customers off the back of that
programme,” said James.
“It was just natural to take space
at Level39 at that point.
“Then we grew and we took space

on the 42nd floor – we were seven
people when we moved up there
and grew pretty quickly to just shy
of 80 in that location – taking up the
whole west side of Level 42.
“When you’re getting more
customers, you need staff and more
computing resources to serve them.
“To pay those staff you need the
back office and admin functions
and to sell to the prospects you
need a sales team who are hopefully
going to go and do that.
“Making the decision to hire
people depends on whereabouts in
your journey you are so early on, we
were very fortunate to have Level39
which could be quite flexible on the
space.
“We were often going to them and
saying: ‘We need four more desks,
what can you do for us?’
“They were always there to help
us out with that.”
Eventually, though, it was time to
look beyond the accelerator.
James said: “As you get larger, the
types of commitments you make are
obviously bigger and that’s when
we started looking at leases and the
leasing option.
“We looked all over London at
that stage, mostly at tail-end leases
where someone has had a 10-year
lease on a property and they’ve
done eight or nine and have a little
bit left at the end.”
While James and co-founder
Alastair Paterson looked at a range
of locations in the capital, in the end
they were drawn back to the Wharf,
opening their HQ in April 2018.
“The alternative is you can build
and create your forever home,
which is what we did here and we’re
very proud of it,” said James.
“It feels like this place is part of
our soul – we’ve been able to put
our mark on it.
“We have this fantastic events
space, the social side of it is really
important. It’s the fact people don’t
feel boxed in and connected, which
is fundamental.”
Their office at the freshly
renovated Columbus Building in
Westferry Circus is all space, light
and open-plan facilities including a
large roof terrace.
It is an assured and relaxing
backdrop to the technical work that
goes on there.
“At Digital Shadows we help

businesses manage their digital
risk,” said James.
“These are the kinds of risks
they experience when they
use technology to change their
relationship with customers. That
includes things like data leaks
“We find people who are messing
with a business online, criminals
who are selling customers’ data on
the deep and dark web, for example.
“When we spot a problem we
help customers to fix it.
“We started off in the financial
services sector working with tier
one financial companies through
programmes but we’ve actually
broadened that to working with the
commercial sector overall.
“We have technology,
media, telecommunications,
pharmaceutical, healthcare and
extractive industries such as oil
and gas – a really broad range
of customers. I’m sure we will
continue to grow as a company
– the way we scale changes over
time so as we grow we scale more
efficiently.
“It’s no longer adding one
member of staff for 10 customers.
“We’re now able to scale in a
much less linear fashion and much
more able to accommodate much
more capacity once we got to a
critical mass.”

K

ey to that process has been
Canary Wharf itself. That
is one reason the firm has
stayed on the east London
estate.
“Canary Wharf has been a really
convenient place to grow our
business both in terms of transport
and affordable living space nearby,”
said James.
“It has been where a lot of our
customers have been from a
financial services perspective.
“So we have meetings just on the
doorstep.
“I must admit I’m old enough to
have grown up in the 1980s and to
have watched Canary Wharf in its
first incarnation when it really was
One Canada Square and not a great
deal else.
“I think people’s perceptions are
stuck a little bit in history. Having
been here and having worked
here, there’s a thousand places to
eat, there’s entertainment, there’s

everything on the doorstep.
“It’s a really comfortable,
enjoyable place to work and I’ve got
a lot out of it.”
Crucially, James said it was also
ideal for scale-ups – companies that
have proved their concept and were
now looking to grow.
“When it came to where we
should go a lot of options in town
looked quite interesting,” said
James. But when it comes to bang
for buck, this is by far the best
choice for our business.
“Price, proximity to customers
and convenience for staff. It’s a
balance of those three things.
“I’d suggest businesses looking
to scale up should definitely
give Canary Wharf a look. They
shouldn’t discount it out of hand
before they’ve taken the time to
see it. Obviously the commuting
distance for staff plays a role, but
I’ve actually found it very easy to get
in and out of Canary Wharf.
“I’m based in Camden Town so
I come down from north London –
it’s 40 minutes or 35 by bike.
“We have staff who are out east
and others who come from west
London who find it quite easy too.
“It will be very interesting to
see what happens when Crossrail
comes in.
“That will open up even more
options for people.”
Whatever happens with Crossrail
and Brexit, Digital Shadows is
geared up for even greater growth
in 2019.
“In November 2017 we had our
series C funding round to raise $26
million – that’s of our total funding
of $49million to date,” said James.
“Today we’re about 170-ish
staff based in London, Dallas, San
Francisco, Germany and Singapore,
which is fantastic.
“It’s been brilliant growing a
business on an international scale.
“While we’ve always had a
presence in Europe, we’ve spent
the last three years building
our business in the USA and
Singapore was a new departure
for us – we’re seeing some really
great engagement in Asia, which is
fantastic.
“As a business we’re really
ambitious about the future.
“In terms of customers we’ve
scaled quite quickly to date.

“And we see some opportunities
to accelerate even that in 2019 and
2020.
“We have a fantastic retention rate
with existing customers – they stick
with us because they love what we
do. When it comes to renewal time,
they look at what’s out there in the
market.
“An industry analyst called
Forrester looked at digital risk and
produced a report.
“We’re delighted to say we were
picked as one of the leaders in
that category. Right at the top of
the new wave as they called it and
we compare very favourably with
others in the market.
“I’m really excited about where
that’s going – 2019 is all about
looking at new ways of scaling, it’s
about looking at the expertise we
bring – educating people about
digital risk.
“My co-founder and I are fond of
saying we’re a new company every
six months.
“As we scale we have to learn how
some things break and how we’re
going to do things differently going
forwards. We’re always, always
learning.”
As a successful entrepreneur, I
asked James what advice would he
give himself if he were able to go
back in time and talk to his former
self at startup?
“I would have said be more even
more ambitious,” he said. “With
the benefit of experience you know
where the risks lie better.
“I would also have said it will take
a bit longer than expected.
“We’re seven years in and when
you’re looking at some of the
startup accelerators they’re telling
you you’ll be a huge company in
two years and I think that’s just not
very realistic.
“But I’d never have chosen a
different path.
“It’s been brilliant, a lot of fun.
“It has also been great to be part
of Canary Wharf and we’ve had an
enormous amount of support from
Canary Wharf Group.
“I would say to the people outside
the estate: ‘Take a look at what’s
here. It’s really quite eye-opening
and it’s a great place to grow a
business’.”
Go to digitalshadows.com for more
information

+

Telford Homes named most
improved developer in
terms of sustainability

room

PROPERTY

Orchard Wharf by Galliard
Homes releases second
phase of properties

crescent
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Jon Massey

A
The event saw Aberfeldy Village’s
festive lights switched on

food, mulled
wine and
Santa visit
the village
Jon Massey
Keen to be seen creating a
neighbourhood as well as bricks
and mortar, developer EcoWorld
hosted a festive light switch-on
and food event at its Aberfeldy
Village development last week.
In addition to mulled wine and
street food, Season’s Eatings also
featured live music, Santa and
much glittery face painting.
EcoWorld London’s Tina
Dedman said: “It was fantastic
to see so many residents and
members of the local community
at our Season’s Eatings event
at Aberfeldy Village. The great
line-up of food stalls from Kerb,
together with the fabulous entertainment and activities made the
evening a huge success.
“Hosting spectacular events
for our residents and the local
community is a central part of
how we’re creating great places
for Londoners and we look
forward to bringing more exciting
events to Aberfeldy Village.”
Go to ecoworldlondon.com for
more about the development and
future events

‘‘

Hosting spectacular events
is a central part of how
we’re creating great places
Tina Dedman, EcoWorld London

There was plenty of food and drink
on offer thanks to Kerb

second phase of homes
has gone on sale at
Galliard Homes’ Orchard
Wharf development and
a marketing suite has
opened on-site in a bid to tempt
buyers.
Located off Silvocea Way, on the
banks of the River Lea, the scheme
will deliver some 338 properties
with 236 earmarked for private sale.
Designed by BUJ Architechts, its
linked buildings form a crescent
when seen from above rising from
10 storeys to 19.
Of the 236 homes available, 70%
were sold off-plan following the
launch of Phase One in April 2017.
Now the remaining 76 have come to
market including 41 one-bedroom
homes, which all qualify for Help To
Buy. Those purchasing the cheapest
under the scheme would require a
mortgage of £253,000 in addition to
the Government’s 40% equity loan.
The recently launched marketing
suite at Orchard Wharf features the
same glass and brick facade as will
be used in the actual development.
It is located over two floors, with a
sales area with a scale model of the
scheme, an exact replica of what
the completed development will
look like on the lower floor and
dressed living, kitchen, bedroom
and bathroom spaces to give buyers
an idea of what to expect from the
interiors should they make a
purchase.
The properties feature designer
fitted kitchens with silver-grey
high gloss units and cabinets with
frosted glass splashbacks and Smeg
integrated appliances. Master
bedrooms include fitted wardrobes
with bespoke joinery.
Bathrooms and en-suites have
large format marble-effect tiles on
the floors and walls, walnut framed
recesses with mirror cabinets
and feature lighting. Bathroom
suites feature a wall hung toilets
and shower trays or steel baths as
appropriate.
Finishing touches include under
floor heating and chrome-plated
heater towel rails.
The tower and crescent building
have floor-to-ceiling windows,
balconies and brick facades.
A central garden will also be
created between the buildings for
residents to use.
The crescent building has three
rooftop landscaped gardens,
available for use by residents located
on the 11th, 14th and 17th floors,
providing a combined total of
6,943sq ft of outside roof space.
Homeowners will also have
access to a hotel-style concierge,
ground floor commercial units and
a residents’ lounge in the residential
tower.
Galliard Homes sales director
David Galman said: “The highly
anticipated Phase Two launch of
Orchard Wharf provides buyers
with one of the largest collections
of first-time buyer apartments in
Docklands, available with Help to
Buy.
“As part of the launch we
have opened a spectacular new
marketing suite where potential
buyers can view a large scale model

Galliard Homes’ Orchard
Wharf offers a large number
of homes aimed at the
first-time buyer market

top

pick

of the completed development and
dressed interiors”
Orchard Wharf’s location places
it within easy reach of both Canary
Wharf and Royal Docks with access
via East India DLR. The link also
puts it within easy commuting
distance of the City.
For cyclists, it is ideally placed for

‘‘

As part of the launch we
have opened a spectacular
new marketing suite
David Galman, Galliard Homes

access to much of east London with
cycle paths running to numerous
locations nearby.
It’s even possible to follow the
River Lea up through London and
out to Hertfordshire.
Other nearby amenities include
Trinity Buoy Wharf and the booming
Republic office development.
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Buyer
incentives at
The Liberty
Building
currently
include
deposit
matching up
to 5%

The level
of interior
quality that
buyers can
expect at
Orchard
Wharf near
East India
DLR is high

green gong
for developer
Jon Massey
Telford Homes has been
named the most improved
home builder for a second year
running in the 2018 NextGeneration sustainable housing
benchmark report.
The developer behind such
schemes as Manhattan Plaza in
Poplar and The Liberty Building
and Calders Wharf on the Isle
Of Dogs achieved a gold Level
award for the first time in the
report, rising up the rankings
from sixth in 2017 and 17th in
2016.
Telford puts its progress
down to its Building A Living
Legacy strategy, which was
launched in 2016 and sets
out its approach to creating
sustainable homes.
The developer’s chief
executive Jon Di Stefano
said: “‘We are delighted our
commitment to sustainable
house building has been
recognised with the highest
level Gold award in this year’s
NextGeneration benchmarking
report.
“We are very proud of
our record on sustainability,
as evidenced by our most

Prices at Orchard Wharf
start at £460,000 for a
one-bedroom apartment,
£665,000 for a two-bed or
£760,000 for a three-bed.
Call Galliard Homes on
020 7620 1500 or go to
galliardhomes.com for
more information

‘‘

Sustainability is an area
of increasing importance
for our partners
Jon Di Stefano, Telford Homes

improved status on the
benchmark once again, which
recognises our rise up the
rankings of thirteen places in
just three years.
“This has been enabled by
our strategy to create places
with a positive long-term
contribution to London’s built
environment.
“Sustainability is an area of
increasing importance for our
partners and a key factor in our
ability to secure and maintain
mutually beneficial partnerships.”
NextGeneration analyses the
performance of the 25 largest
residential developers in the UK
and is overseen by an executive
committee made up of Homes
England and the UK Green
Building Council. It is administered by JLL.
The benchmark report
enables home builders and
their stakeholders to understand the sustainability of their
operations and the places and
properties they build across
a range of criteria including
strategy and governance,
environment, society and
economy, and disclosure and
transparency.
The benchmarking criteria
are based on best practice
standards and guidance, and
are designed to be challenging
and go beyond statutory
minimal or standard practice in
the industry.
For more information about
properties currently on the
market with Telford Homes, go
to telfordhomes.london
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Below:
These bannister
lights are £30 for a
96-light curtain at
Lights4Fun

Below:
String of reindeer
lights, £18.50,
Coxandcox.
co.uk

Below: Gold star string lights,
£9.99, Dobbies

4
...UNUSUAL
BAUBLES

Right: Gold traditional tealight
house, £3, Primark
Below: Reindeer lights, £7.99
for 6, Studio.co.uk

HOLLY, JOLLY
CHRISTMAS
Holly leaves,
£1.50
Sainsbury’s

merry

Below:
Tealight
lanterns, £10,
Debenhams

Rainbow
selecter

Rainbow, £4
Marks & Spencer

and bright

From candles right
through to comfy
cushions, these are
the ways to light
your home this
Christmas

Light-up
scene,
£33.60,
Darlighting.
co.uk

Above: Winter branches
ornament, £8, Wilko

Left: Light-up cushion,
£19.50, Marks &
Spencer

Above:
Red berry garland,
£60, Laura Ashley

STAR
QUALITY

Star, £5
Sass & Belle
Below: Stag
light box, £15,
M&Co

Above:
Christmas
bell string
lights, £2,
Poundland

Above:
Standing trees,
£17.99 for 3, Very.co.uk

The perfect
tonic
Gin bottle, £4,99
New Look
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don’t be a real
drip - act to
stop leaks
Y
ou’re lying in bed, fast
asleep. Then suddenly,
there’s a drip, drip, drip
on your forehead. It’s
not a bad dream but a
nightmare burst pipe. It could be
worse – the drip could turn into a
cascade.
It might be mild where you live at
the moment, but freezing weather
warnings are starting to mount up
on forecasts.
Halifax Home Insurance says last
March’s Beast from the East caused
a near doubling in frozen and burst
pipes. It dealt with 1,536 claims that
month.
Adding in other insurers plus
those who didn’t or couldn’t claim
gives a six figure number – equal to
a medium-size town.
Homes are now constructed to
higher standards with better
insulation. However, millions of
older properties remain risky, while
even the newest places still need
care.
As Tim Downes, Senior Claims
Manager at Halifax Home
Insurance, puts it: “A burst pipe can
be extremely stressful – especially if
it happens at night or at the
weekend, when it’s tougher
tracking down an emergency
plumber. But prevention is
definitely better than cure.”
First, understand your water
system before any problems crop

Have the number of an
emergency plumber to
hand in case of leaks

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

up. Find out where the mains water
tap is so you can shut it down
should there be a leak. If it’s hard to
turn, try an oil spray followed by
muscle power. It should be anticlockwise.
Then look for the weakest link – in
many homes, the cold water tank in
an unheated loft. Your pipes and
tank should be protected with foam
or other insulation material. It’s a
cheap job.
Electric heaters which you can
leave on constantly until the weather
improves in spring are on sale at DIY
stores. Yes, they cost to run but that’s
cheaper and less stressful than
dealing with “water escape”.
Keeping the central heating on all
night during cold weather can also
help – provided any loft hatch is left
open – money spent here is
worthwhile if it prevents damage.
Lofts often contain electrical
wiring – if you can, turn off upstairs
lighting at the mains as that’s the
most likely circuit to be affected
after a leak.
Other potential problem areas
include basements, garages, and
outhouses.
Alex Neill of Which?

TOP TIPS
1. Get details of an emergency
plumber before you need one in
a panic. That way, you can be
sure of qualifications and
potential call-out costs. Which?
has a Trusted Trader scheme.
2. Inform home insurers
immediately after a burst pipe.
A bad leak will not just bring
down ceilings – it might also
lead to rot if untreated. Some
insurers have 24-hour help lines
and will send an emergency
plumber.

Consider leaving central heating on overnight
in freezing weather to avoid damage to pipes

3. If you are going to be away
for a substantial time – a
holiday for instance – turn off
the water and drain the system
before leaving. For shorter

periods, leaving a cold tap
dripping can help as ice-ups are
unlikely in flowing water.
4. Those living in houses
turned into flats (and some
purpose built flats) need to
know about the water system
and whose responsibility it is.
5. Don’t neglect the boiler – it
won’t ice up but if it stops
working, the whole property
could freeze.
6. You can always ignore
weather warnings and cold
snap advice because they have
been wrong in the past – but
are you willing to risk that they
are wrong this time around?

Q&A What do I do if I’ve rented through an unregulated agent?

home

FRONT
DawN SANDOVAL

Q

I have just rented a property from
an agent that I am beginning to
have concerns about. Having
already moved in, I feel anxious he
doesn’t seem to be regulated at all as I
still don’t have any paperwork. He has my
deposit and I’m beginning to worry
whether I will ever get it back as the
business seems so unprofessional. I
rented in a rush. Is there anything I can
do to satisfy my fears?

A

Renting from a regulated agent is
something I advise anyone that ever
enters the rental market to do. It
often shocks me that tenants are prepared
to hand over vast sums of cash without
checking whether or not the agency is
regulated.
Unfortunately, although they are rarer
these days, there are still many cowboys
operating within the industry who are
not adhering to any legislation at all and
disappearing with tenants’ rental money
and deposits. Any respectable agent has
nothing to hide and usually wants to be
part of the regulated schemes such as the
NAEA and Arla’s PropertyMark.
Tenants that rent via such agents are
completely protected as the agency needs
to comply with a strict code of conduct.
There is also The Property Ombudsman

scheme, which has been providing
consumers and property agents with an
alternative dispute resolution service since
1990.
The ombudsman’s resolutions are
designed to achieve a full and final
settlement for both parties and they
can, where appropriate, make compensatory awards in individual cases up to
a maximum of £25,000 for actual and
quantifiable loss, aggravation, distress,
and/or inconvenience caused by the
actions of an agent. You can check if your
agent is a member at tpos.co.uk.
As well as the ombudsman, the tenancy
deposit protection legislation introduced
some years ago also applies to all new
tenancy deposits taken on or after April
2007. In England and Wales if a deposit
is taken on an assured shorthold tenancy

with an annual rent of up to £100,000 it
must be protected in a tenancy deposit
scheme. The Government is still pushing
for client money protection schemes,
which would give landlords and tenants
confidence that their money is safe when
it is being handled by an agent.
Sadly if your agent isn’t regulated,
there’s not much you can do other than
report them to the police for fraud. Learn
the lesson for next time.
Dawn Sandoval of Dawn
Sandoval Residential
Dawn Sandoval MNAEA is an independent property
consultant working in the Canary Wharf area – call
020 7093 1702 or go to dawnsandovalresidential.
co.uk. Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy
of comments. Individual cases must be studied by
a solicitor.
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AGORA COURT

NOW AVAILABLE
VISIT OUR SHOWHOME TODAY

Delivered in proud partnership with:

OVER

35

FORTHCOMING
HECTARES
OF GREEN
OPEN SPACES

ON-SITE

RETAIL HUB

24 GYM &
HOUR

CONCIERGE

16

M I N S TO
L ON D ON
BRIDGE*

BEAUTIFUL
INTERIORS

DESIGNED BY BERKELEY
INTERIOR DESIGNERS

ENJOY A CONNECTED
MODERN LIFESTYLE
Agora Court has a prime position in The Village
Centre at Kidbrooke Village, just a few minutes’
stroll from the lively retail hub that includes a
Young’s pub and dining, Sainsbury’s Local and
regular farmers’ markets.
These bright open plan designer apartments are
set within 35 hectares of green space, including
impressive landscaped gardens and a residents’
only podium, offering you a place to relax
amongst this vibrant London neighbourhood.
Kidbrooke Village is well connected to central
London, with direct trains to London Bridge
in just 16 minutes*.

www.kidbrookevillage.co.uk
Proud to be a member of the Berkeley Group of companies

MANHATTAN, 1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

FROM £355,000

CALL TODAY TO REGISTER YOUR INTEREST

020 3797 4535

Sales & Marketing Suite Wallace Court, 40 Tizzard Grove, Greenwich, London SE3 9FD.
Open 10am to 6pm daily (Thursdays until 8pm).
Computer generated image of Agora Court exterior is indicative only. Showhome photography is indicative only.
Prices and information correct at time of sending to press. *Journey times are approximate only. Source: www.tfl.gov.uk

Goodman's Fields, E1

£1,250,000 L/H

The master bedroom has a large ensuite bathroom with a bathtub and a shower. The second ensuite bedroom has a shower and there is a separate quest cloakroom.
Goodman's Fields offers residents' only swimming pool, gym and spa. There are two acres of landscaped gardens to enjoy as well as 24hr concierge services.

Ontario Tower, E14

£1,050 pw

Set on the 28th and 29th floors of a landmark tower a stroll from the Thames and close to Canary Wharf, is this luxury
duplex two bedroom riverside apartment. Exceptionally light and quiet it features expansive glazing, modern interior
decor and a large south-east facing terrace with thrilling area views. The main living area is set on the lower level, whilst
the bedrooms and two bathrooms occupy the upper floor. Access to concierge services and onsite fitness facilities.

Legacy Tower, E15

£840 pw

A brand new luxury penthouse with parking on the 30th and 31st floors of Legacy Tower, a modern
development close to all the amenities of Stratford. Comprising an open-plan kitchen/ dining room with
floor-to-ceiling windows, two bedrooms, two bathrooms and two balconies on the lower level, and an
entertainment room opening onto a large terrace on the upper level. 24hr concierge, gym, cycle storage.

One the Elephant , SE1

£750 pw

Three bedroom, two bathroom second floor apartment with a balcony offering modern living in a convenient location
a stone's throw from the vibrant transport hub at Elephant & Castle and all the amenities this newly regenerated area
has to offer. The spacious open plan accommodation features extensive glazing, wood flooring, modern kitchen
appliances and smart bathroom fixtures. With access to 24hr concierge services, rooftop gardens and fitness facilities.

Pan Peninsula, E14

£750,000 L/H

A modern, dual aspect two bedroom apartment set on the 24th floor of this sought-after, luxury development a stone's throw from South Quay DLR station and a short walk

Pan Peninsula 020 7536 7900

Canary Wharf office

City & Aldgate office

Docklands office

Elephant & Castle office

St Davids Square, 320 Westferry Road,
London E14 3QL
Tel: 020 7510 8444

One The Elephant, 5 St Gabriel Walk,
London SE1 6FS
Tel: 020 3869 2888

canarywharf@chaseevans.co.uk

city@chaseevans.co.uk

docklands@chaseevans.co.uk

elephantandcastle@chaseevans.co.uk

Horizon Building, 15 Hertsmere Road,
London E14 4AW
Tel: 020 7515 1000

122 Whitechapel High Street,
London E1 7PT
Tel: 020 7247 3888

Elephant Park, SE1

£945,000 L/H

This delightful two bedroom apartment with a large balcony is set on the 28th floor of the striking One the Elephant development in Elephant & Castle. The
luxury interior measures approx. 874 sq. ft. and comprises an open-plan kitchen/ living/ dining room featuring extensive glazing and dual aspect views taking
in an astonishing number of London's landmark buildings. The master suite has a built-in wardrobe and a smart ensuite bathroom with rain shower. There is a
further double bedroom and a full-size family bathroom. Residents have access to 24hr concierge, an onsite cafe, creche, cinema room and a rooftop garden.

One Commercial Street, E1

£650 pw

This large two bedroom, two bathroom apartment with a private balcony is set on the 18th floor
of a modern, landmark development in Aldgate, a short walk to the City. The high-spec open-plan
south facing living features expansive glazing, wood flooring, modern kitchen appliances and
generous wardrobe space throughout. Designer furnished and with 24hr concierge services.

London City Island, E14

London City Island, E14

£510 pw

Spacious and bright, this first floor two bedroom apartment forms part of a new residential waterside development close
to Canning Town station and a short walk from Canary Wharf. The accommodation comprises a dual aspect living room/
kitchen featuring floor to ceiling glazing which extends onto a large private terrace, a master bedroom suite, a further
bedroom and a family bathroom. The development offers concierge services, access to a gym, spa and a swimming pool.

Royal Arsenal Riverside, SE18

£420 pw

A brand new two bedroom, third floor apartment with a private balcony set in a modern, sought-after riverside
development close to Woolwich Crossrail and DLR stations. This generously sized and bright accommodation comprises
a fully integrated open-plan kitchen/ dining/ living room, master bedroom with an ensuite bathroom and bedroom
two served by a shower room. The large private balcony is accessed from both, the master bedroom and the living room.

£450,000 L/H

This bright, tenth floor one bedroom apartment measures approx. 552 sq. ft. and forms part of a new waterside development close to Canning Town
station and a short walk from all the amenities of Canary Wharf. The accommodation comprises a bright open plan kitchen/living room extending onto

Canary Wharf 020 7515 1000

Greenwich office

Pan Peninsula office

Head Office & Property Management

greenwich@chaseevans.co.uk

panpeninsula@chaseevans.co.uk

propertymanagement@chaseevans.co.uk

1 Crescent Arcade, 279 Creek Road,
London SE10 9EJ
Tel: 020 8853 8979

Pan Peninsula, 1 Millharbour,
London E14 9XP
Tel: 020 7536 7900

Strata, 10 and 12 Walworth Road,
London SE1 6EE
Tel: 020 3869 2190

Care for Future
Generations.

Please leave a gift to Richard House
Children’s Hospice in your will.
Through the National Free Wills Network
we are able to offer a free will writing
service with a solicitor local to you.
To find out more please visit
www.richardhouse.org.uk/legacy
or telephone 020 7540 0200

Richard House Trust is a registered charity (1059029)
and a company limited by guarantee (3232837 - England & Wales).
Its registered office is Richard House Children's Hospice,
Richard House Drive, London E16 3RG.
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SWAP RENTING FOR OWNERSHIP

FIND THE BEST VALUE LONDON PROPERTY BEFORE IT’S ADVERTISED ONLINE
GET IN TOUCH WITH CHASE EVANS TODAY

CALL: 020 7018 4112

CANARY WHARF LETTINGS & SALES
KnightFrank.co.uk/canarywharf 020 7512 9955 canarywharﬂettings@knightfrank.com

GIVES YOU MORE POTENTIAL BUYERS,
WHICH MEANS A BETTER PRICE FOR YOU.
Call Felicity J Lord Canary Wharf on 020 7987 6776 or visit fjlord.co.uk/ﬂink to learn more.
Advertise on this page
Call 020 7293 2247
Email wharfads@trinitymirror.com
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C ANARY WHARF

Digital Shadows co-founder
James Chappell says his
company has had a lot of
support from Canary Wharf
Group as it’s grown over seven years

‘‘

What we’re finding is we’re in
a good position to train people
up from other industries
James Chappell, Digital Shadows
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1

Spoil her often

2

3

By Emma Johnson

‘‘

Treat the special lady
in your life with one
of these cracking
Christmas gifts
4
1
clutch control

This would make the
perfect party bag,
£28, V by Very.co.uk

2
Razzle Dazzle her

Make her Christmas sparkle
with this ombre sequin dress
£79, M&Co

3
Sweet stuff

Forget the praline chocolate
and treat her to Mizensir Sweet
Praline perfume, £175 (100ml),
selfridges.com

5
6

4
copper load of this

7

Jewellery fans will love the ‘Hey’
copper bangle from Trollbeads,
£59, trollbeads.com

5
Red or dead

Take her hand with these J by
Jasper Conran leather gloves,
£20, Debenhams

6
get lippy

Make a beauty queen’s day with
Hourglass’ refillable Confession
lipstick, £50, John Lewis

7
Sweet dreams

8

Get a glam look at bedtime with
this pyjama top and bottoms, £35
each, Figleaves.com

8
if the shoe fits

Who wouldn’t love a
new pair of dancing
shoes? Strappy sandals
£55, Lipsy

9

9

merry fizzmas

If all else fails buy her
Champagne. Specifically this
Nicolas Feuillatte Tales of the
Maharaja Brut Réserve
Champagne, 75cl £28, John Lewis

10

10
on the pull

Jo Malone’s Christmas Cracker is a
seasonal favourite and contains a
mix of favourites in miniature, £32,
jomalone.co.uk

* Prices
correct
at time of
going to
print. all
offers
are while
stocks last
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S T YLE

fred

Black and white
check wool coat
£120, charcoal slim
waistcoat £50,
matching trousers
£60, tan suede
weekender bag £150
Freddie Flintoff
models his latest
range for Jacamo.
All clothes available
at jacamo.co.uk

or dead

Sports star Freddie Flintoff
creates a Jacamo collection

ON THE RADAR
check it out
Eddie Redmayne
looks stylish as ever
wearing a check
two-piece at the
Madrid premiere of
Fantastic Beasts:
The
Crimes
of Grindelwald.
Steal his dapper style
with this navy and
green check jacket
£110 and matching
trousers£50, both
Topman.
belt up
Fed up of
always
having to
get belts
adjusted to fit you properly?
Australian men’s accessories
specialist Buckle 1922’s
Hamilton and Sterling belts
allow you to freely adjust your
belt size without the need for
holes. A tab in the buckle catches
on the row of notches sewn onto
the underside of the leather and
the row can hold up to 45
different settings. Available in four
colourways RRP £39 at
buckle1922.com.au

Leather
biker
jacket
£180, cord
trousers
£40

find your denim style
A good pair of denim jeans is a
necessity. Find the perfect style
with FatFace. Whether your
preference is slim, straight or
bootcut, FatFace has created a
collection of
premium jeans
that are bound to
add character to
any man’s
wardrobe, from
straight rinse to
slim to bootcut in
an array of colour
washes. Pictured
are Huckstepper
check shirt
£49.50, Lowick
hemp Henley£29.50, s
 traight
rinse jeans£59, Abbott lace-up
boots£89, fatface.com

Navy slim
textured
dinner jacket
£100,
matching
waistcoat
£40, and
trousers £50,

3

TAKE
hair
pomades

Ecru cable knit
jumper £45

SAVVY

SPEND

SPlurge

Fish
Dapperfish
Pomade
(100ml)
£4.66, Boots

Redken Brews
Men’s Maneuver
Cream Pomade
(100ml)
£13.50, feelunique.com

Malin+
Goetz Hair
Pomade
£20,
Space NK

time for a new watch
Timex has given its bestselling
1960s Marlin timepiece new spins.
The Timex x Todd Snyder Marlin
design in collaboration with Todd
Snyder, is an elevated yet sporty
take on the original, featuring a
stainless-steel case, silver-tone
dial and a
stainlesssteel mesh
band. With
a gold tone
case,
silver-tone
dial and
black lizard grain leather strap,
the Mr Porter brings an elegant
flair to the Marlin, while for the
first time, this reissue also sees a
Marlin designed specifically for
women, available in rose-gold tone
hardware with a white leather
strap. The reissued Marlin limited
edition timepieces are £174.99 at
timex.co.uk\n
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MAY

Despite the
orangey
backdrop,
The Wharf
would like
to point out
that Rita isn’t
related to Kia
and remains
popular among
cartoon crows

Expect Rita Ora to rise up on stage with songs
from her recent album Phoenix, especially smash
hit Let Me Love You. The singer has officially had
more Top 10 singles than any other female British
artist. Her last five songs have been streamed more
than a billion times on Spotify.
May 24, from £42.75 standing

JUN
Whether he’s the world’s greatest showman or not, Hugh Jackman’s
appearances a The O2 are likely to be huge promising to
encompass “The Man, The Music, The Show”. Hopefully
he’ll be in good voice otherwise the critics could
have their claws out for the former X-Man and
star of the Wolverine movies.
Jun 2-6, from £47.75 seated

OCT
Catch Cher on the London date of her
UK arena tour. While they don’t say she’s
young any more, there’s no deneying this
woman’s commitment to showbiz.
Consistently an A-lister, there’s little
doubt she’s proved there’s life after love
whether you believe it or not
Oct 20, £TBC – on sale Dec 14

SEPT
Professor Brian Cox is back on the
road with his latest show Universal:
Adventures In Space and Time. It’s
billed as “taking audiences to the
edge of our current understanding of
the origin of the Solar System.
Sept 19, from £41.50

NOV
Little Mix are set for five dates at The O2,
mostly in November where the girls will
perform songs from their brand new album
LM5, alongside their greatest hits including
Touch, Shout Out To My Ex, Black Magic
and Wings. Stirring stuff.
Oct 31, Nov 1,2,21,22, from £40.25 seated
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GR EENWICH, PENINS U LA & WOOLWIC H

MAR

Fans might
expect tunes
from his
July 2018
EP Summer
Pack such as
Summertime
Magic and
Feels Like
Summer

Riding high on the success of This Is America, Donald
Glover is set to perform at The O2 under the guise of
Childish Gambino – a name he reportedly created using
an internet tool to find his rapper identity. The polymath,
is also known for his roles in TV series Atlanta and as a
young Lando Calrissian in Solo: A Star Wars Story.

Seven Days
What to do in your area

Mar 24-25, from £42.75 seated

planner
your arena year

Whether buying as a gift or just for yourself,
The O2’s stage is ready for an epic 2019

Childish Gambino, aka
Donald Glover, is set
to perform on the
Peninsula on March
24 and 25 with
tickets starting
at £42.75 in the
seated section

JAN
Light up, light up – Snow
Patrol come to the tent early
in the New Year and you have the
choice to go and see them and hear their
voice. Pay top whack and you’ll be right beside
them, dear. Expect the classics and tracks
from latest album Wildness, their first in seven
years. There might even be some snow on the
ground by then for the band to, you know, patrol

Lead singer and songwriter
Gary Lightbody says
the band’s latest album is
about a primal ‘ancient
wildness’ and trying
to reconnect with it

SEE | War Of The Worlds
The O2 Arena, Peninsula
Jeff Wayne’s musical verison
rumbles on with a virtual Liam
Neeson and a 36-piece orchestra.
Dec 15, 3pm and 8pm, from £54.75

STAGE | Robinson Crusoe
Greenwich Theatre, Greenwich
Set sail with a swashbuckling
adaptation of a well-loved classic by
well-loved classic Andrew Pollard.
Until Jan 13, various times, £29

Jan 26, from £53.75 seated

SEE | Rainbow Halo
Peninsula Square, Peninsula
Bored of Christmas lights? Pop
over to the Peninsula and see Tatty
Devine’s festive installation.
Until Jan 6, daily, free

tickets for all the shows featured
are available at theo2.co.uk

FEB
If nothing seems to satisy, perhaps a set from Ozzy
Osbourne will go some way to assisting with your mind.
Joined on his No More Tours 2 tour (see what they did?),
The Prince Of Darkness is set to share the stage with
fellow metal act Judas Priest who will deliver a highvoltage sermon in the support slot.
Feb 11, returns only

Prepare for
the Godfather
Of Heavy Metal
to shake the
steel supports
of the tent in
February

SOON | Dinosaur Pieces
Greenwich Theatre, Greenwich
A pair of one-act plays dealing with
paleontology are exhibited for the
edification of the audience.
Jan 16-19, 7.30pm, £16
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cliches
the panto

Non-binary writer and director Hester Chillingworth
talks about his panto which tackles gender issues
Rachel Bishop

F

or millions of families the
pantomime is a beloved part
of the run-up to Christmas.
But the traditional festive
show can certainly be
accused of lacking sensitivity to
modern gender issues.
One show is ditching pantomime
cliches – including the dame, who
is sometimes little more than a man
who is the butt of jokes for wearing
a dress.
Instead, A Pair Of Pantos is
telling a modern, inclusive story
of a non-binary child trying to find
pants they feel comfortable in.
The Canada Water Theatre
show is billed as a “transpositive,
all-gender-inclusive, queer
pantomime mash-up for all the
family and all families”.
Writer and director Hester
Chillingworth explains that while
they feel there is of course a place
for ‘traditional’ pantomimes, some
elements of them can be quite
troublesome.
“What A Pair Of Pantos
does differently from many
pantomimes is steps away from
lazy homophobic, transphobic
and racist tropes and imagery and
tries to offer the young audience a
narrative of inclusion and positive
representation,” they said.
“There are some famously
virtuosic pantomime dame
performances that come back year
after year in the UK, but for every
one of those, there are many lazy
and problematic dames whose sole
purpose is to suggest the idea of “a
bloke in a dress” is funny in itself.
“We need to move on from this
and ask why is a man in a dress
funny? He needs to actually do
something funny to merit it.”
Hester is keen to be clear the
pantomime is not meant to be too
“heavy and serious” adding: “It’s
just about getting people thinking

about these things and wanting to
investigate them together.”
A Pair Of Pantos sees Jack, who
is non-binary and lives with their
two dads, getting help from Yessica
the FairyTransWitchMother to beat
the troublesome King Rat, who has
stolen a valuable chest of drawers
which contains Jack’s favourite
non-binary pants.
Bringing elements of Dick
Whittington and Jack And The
Beanstalk, nobody actually knows
which pantomime they’re in and on
top of all this, Jack is trying to get
to the bottom of what underwear is
right when you are non-binary.
Hester said: “While Jack’s
dads are fine with them being a
non-binary person and Jack’s really
supported by them, they find it less
easy in the world because people
are always asking questions about
their gender.
“The King Rat character is played
by a cis man and a cis woman – a
brother and sister actually – and
they are obsessed with the fact that
everyone has to fit their world.
“Throughout King Rat is adamant
they are in Dick Whittington and
that Jack is Jack And The Beanstalk,
but Jack doesn’t see it that way.
“I wanted to do this as a way of
showing that King Rat is so set on
everyone seeing things from their
point of view.
“The main message I want it to
have is that we are all lots of things.
We aren’t defined by just one thing.
“So I’m non-binary, but I’m also a
white person, a theatre director and

‘‘

The main message I want
it to have is that we are all
lots of things.
Hestor Chillingworth

I’m from Southampton – I am all of
these things.”
Growing up Hester faced
discrimination on numerous
occasions, but they say they have
sadly gotten used to it now.
“I still have strong memories of
when I was a kid there wasn’t any
space or understanding that you
might be trans,” they said.
“I would be thrown out of girls’
toilets and boys’ toilets so often,
so I just ended up going into the
disabled toilets.
“Now we are getting better and
I always feel so grateful when I see
venues have non-gendered toilets
– it makes my day. It’s a small thing
but it’s also a huge thing at the same
time.
“There is a big conversation
around recognising trans people
at the moment, but I still face
discrimination.
“In fact recently I had an elderly
man turn around and call me a boy,
then apologised and called me a
man.
“At my age it doesn’t hurt me
any more, especially with an older
person as I understand they are
not used to the fact that people
represent in different ways.”
It’s through this experience of
the world struggling to understand
people representing as non-binary
that Hester also came up with the
name for the pantomime.
They said: “Growing up I have
always struggled to find pants that I
feel work for me.
“I think underwear is so gendered
so I liked the idea of it being that
magic object, which you often get in
pantomime – that could make you
feel OK.”
A Pair of Pantos runs from Friday,
December 21-22 at various times at
Canada Water Theatre.
It’s suitable for persons of any or
no gender aged five-plus with tickets
from £8. Family tickets are £34
Go to canadawatertheatre.org.uk for
bookings or more information

are behind you
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Seven Days
What to do in your area

STAGE | Finding Home
Canada Water Theatre, Canada Water
Cecilia Knapp’s debut piece deals
with growing up and losing her
brother Leo to suicide
Dec 13, 8pm, £10

GIG | Camp Cabaret
Little Nan’s Bar, Deptford
Join Rita for some show tunes and
fragrant melodies. Expect plenty
of festive dities and kitsch.
Dec 13, 7pm, free entry (tips please)

GIG | Christmas Party
Brunel Museum, Rotherhithe
Warm your cockles down the shaft
with Tricity Vogue’s cabaret festive
bash. She’ll get you up for a song.
Dec 13-14, 6pm, from £10

A Pair Of Pantos writer
and director Hestor
Chillingworth

SOON | Arsen Pertrosyan
Norweigan Church, Rotherhithe
The Armenian joins the Jenny
Bliss Trio for songs from his native
country and some Dowland.
Jan 16, 7.45pm, £14
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Hostess & Escorts

Property Wanted

Suzannes Escorts

The No1 Agency
Home & Hotel visiting
To your door
within the hour
7 nights per week til 3am

Visit us by appointment or see our website
www.suzannesescorts.co.uk

email us for an instant reply suzannesescorts@gmail.com

Eva
Massage

Call for info 03303 500 469

Canary Wharf
Luxury Apartment
In calls only

07535724014
07725
838733
07510292444

SenSual
maSSage

Mayling
South Quays E14
Telephone number

07947 653468

High Class
Ayumi
Near South Quay station
In and out calls,
for kind and respectful
gents only.

07796407092
Please call for website
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London Eye
Reuters / Peter Nicholls

A staff member poses for
a photograph next to the
Museum of Architecture’s
Gingerbread City at the
V&A Museum in

Go to reuters.com/news/pictures
or text RTR to 84070. For prints
go to reuters.com/prints

QUICK

CRYPTIC

ACROSS
1. 		 Attendant (4)
3. 		 Gone (8)
9. 		 Insult (7)
10. 		 Junction (5)
11. 		 Independent (12)
13. 		 Disc (6)
15. 		 Accumulate (6)
17. 		 Refractory (12)
20. Boredom (5)
21. 		 Prolonged
		 shortage (7)
22. Make-believe (8)
23. Dropped (4)

Down: 1 Dressers; 2 Yearn;
4 Unripe; 5 Gets into a row;
6 Oratory; 7 Slap; 8 Lost
interest; 12 Trustees; 14
Caption; 16 Octavo; 18 Sitar;
19 Yard.
Across: 1 Days; 3 Surgeons; 9
Enamour; 10 Tiara; 11 Sent to
prison; 13 Recent; 15 Stayer;
17 Upper classes; 20 Afire; 21
Apostle; 22 Donation; 23 Urns.

SOLUTIONS

QUICK

DOWN
1. 		 Dais (8)
2. 		 Blunder (5)
4. 		 Ensnare (6)
5. 		 Judgement (12)
6. 		 Slimmer (7)
7. 		 Obligation (4)
8. 		 Tory (12)
12. 		 On the wagon’ (8)
14. 		 Purify (7)
16. 		 Sour (6)
18. 		 Quarrel (5)
19. 		 Cry (4)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11
12
13

14

15
16

17

18

CRYPTIC
ACROSS

DOWN

1. 		 They are determined by earthly
revolutions (4)
3.		 Nurses go to sort out those in the
theatre (8)
9. 		 Our name could be used to
		 charm (7)
10. 		 It is returned by a fine artist as
the crowning glory (5)
11. 		 Made to go inside (4,2,6)
13. 		 About a coin of late origin (6)
15. 		 One who remains or keeps
		 going! (6)
17. 		 Advanced forms of the
aristocracy (5,7)
20. 		 Shockingly inflamed, I fear? (5)
21. 		 A job with the French
		 evangelist (7)
22. 		 A gift from the same people (8)
23. 		 More than one tea container runs
out! (4)

1. 		 Theatre employees qualified in
first-aid? (8)
2. 		 Long story about the start of
the epic (5)
4. 		 Lacking maturity so could be
punier (6)
5. 		 Falls out as the soldier does
when ordered to fall in! (4,4,1,3)
6. 		 Eloquence in a place of
		 worship (7)
7. 		 Blow one’s friends up (4)
8. 		 Failed to profit from investment
and became bored (4,8)
12. 		 They handle the affairs of
privileged convicts, we hear (8)
14. 		 Heading leads to panic when
misprinted (7)
16. 		 Concoct a volume that includes
this size of paper (6)
18. 		 Stringed instrument for which
the pitch is raised first (5)
19. 		 Measure an enclosed area (4)

19
20

22

21

The Wharf is
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Down: 1 Platform; 2 Gaffe;
4 Entrap; 5 Adjudication;
6 Thinner; 7 Duty; 8
Conservative; 12 Teetotal; 14
Cleanse; 16 Acidic; 18 Argue;
19 Weep.
Across: 1 Page; 3 Departed;
9 Affront; 10 Joint; 11
Freestanding; 13 Record;
15 Accrue; 17 Recalcitrant;
20 Ennui; 21 Drought; 22
Pretence; 23 Fell.
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Celebrate your Christmas and New Year
with us and treat your guests to a
stunning view of the Thames
Canary Wharf, 46 Westferry Circus, London, E14 8RS
Tel: 020 7519 1959 | Web: canaryriversideplaza.com

